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...How About Accelerator and Move Point?

Oh, shut up.

Isn't your hair too long?
On a Mission

Well then, can you do it right away?

Yes

Yeah

So anyway I want Musujime to use her "move point" on Accelerator. Is that OK?

Hn.

Fwip

What a pain...

What?

Eh-!?

What!?

Hand!?
Rebelling Together Continues

Don't freeze up. What are you doing, Musujime?

We should just finish this nice. Why is your mind-

Wai-Wha-!? And quick. Come on.

What is with this situation.
The Root of the Problem

Why are we holding hands?

Crap! I bit my tongue!

When you use Move Target

... Seriousl... let me go!

When you use Move Target, you have to hold hands or it doesn’t work.

Eh?

Flinch!

It was you!

Is what Tsuchimi-kado said.
So Let That Hand Go.  
No, Seriously.

I WILL KILL YOU LATER CHIMIKAD

A-anyway! You don’t have to hold my hand!

OK

At any rate, Musujime your hand is teeny

Pull!

What is this. Is it real?

Oh dear. She was already at her limit, but that last line was the breaking point!  

Boom!

Awaaa.
Let's Do The Mission

A-At any rate! The mission is our focus now!

Please hurry up and let go of her hand! Musujime is going to die!

Oh no...

Uh-huh

OK mission complete!

Step Step

Step

Step

0-OK time to fly!

So don't get mad, please. NOT HAPPENING

I went while you guys were doing your love comedy bit. It gave me motivation.

Sorry for lying

Eh?
Wh-wh-wh-what’s his problem?! I can’t believe him, I don’t understand it at all! Take the time to learn about your ally’s powers! And you’re so lanky, who are you to say if hands are big or not! I hate this! And what’s up with him not even getting embarrassed?! Is he really a lolicon like they say?! What the hell?! Stupid! Idiot!

Blush~

Awawa...
Shut up, I don’t need a reason. But man, that’s a troublesome power.

Musujime’s “Move Target” can even move things she doesn’t touch. But there IS an exception. That so.

When she has to teleport an esper with powers over level 4, she has to hold their hand. That so.

Hah?
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